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Abstract: A new inversion formula for the Laplace transformation of tempered
distributions with supports in the closed positive semiaxis is obtained. The inverse
Laplace transform of a tempered distribution is defined by means of a limit of a
special distribution constructed from this distribution. The weak spectral condition
on the Euclidean Green's functions implies that some of the limits needed for the
inversion formula exist for any Euclidean Green's function with an even number of
variables. We then prove that the initial Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [1] and the
weak spectral condition are equivalent with the Wightman axioms.

1. Introduction

In 1973 K. Osterwalder and R. Schrader [1] claimed to have found necessary
and sufficient conditions under which Euclidean Green's functions have analytic
continuations whose boundary values define a unique set of Wightman distribu-
tions. The principal idea of the Osterwalder-Schrader paper [1] was to consider the
Euclidean Green's functions to be distributions. Usually the Euclidean Green's func-
tions were considered to be the analytic functions. Later R. Schrader [2] found a
counter-example for a central lemma of the paper [1], In 1975 K. Osterwalder
and R. Schrader proposed an additional "linear growth condition" under which
Euclidean Green's functions, satisfying the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [1], define
the Wightman theory. But these new extended axioms for the Euclidean Green's
functions may not be equivalent with the Wightman axioms. It is possible to restore
the equivalence theorem by adding the new condition [2] that the Euclidean Green's
functions are Laplace transforms of the tempered distributions with supports in the
positive semiaxis with respect to the time variables. The equivalence theorem then
becomes trivial [2]. This new condition contradicts the main Osterwalder-Schrader
idea to consider the Euclidean Green's functions to be distributions and it is not
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suitable for applications because it seems difficult to check these conditions. This
paper is an attempt to understand the mathematical foundation of the Osterwalder-
Schrader results. Our aim is to find the additional suitable condition which allows to
prove that the extended Osterwalder-Schrader axioms thus obtained are then indeed
equivalent with the Wightman axioms.

One of the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms is the positivity condition. If we con-
sider the simplest case and neglect the space variables we can write the positivity
condition in the form

oo oo

f d t f d s f ( t + s)φ(t)φ(s) ^ 0 . (1.1)
0 0

Due to [3, Lemma A] the positivity condition (1.1)' for the distribution f(t)£
/y(R+), where R+ is the open positive semiaxis, implies the condition in R+,

dm+n f
Σaman-—L(t)^V, (1.2)

for all finite sequences of the complex numbers am. Corollary C from [3] implies
that the distribution f(t) G Z)/(R+), satisfying the condition (1.2) for all terminat-
ing sequences of complex numbers αm, is the restriction to the semiaxis of a func-
tion A(x + iy) analytic in the tube R+ + zR. To explain the difficulties which one
encounters in this way in proving the Osterwalder-Schrader theorem we cite here
an extract from the remarkable paper [3]: "The Euclidean Green's functions satis-
fying the Osterwalder-Schrader postulates can be shown to be restrictions of the
functions analytic in the whole Wightman causal domain and to satisfy the positiv-
ity condition there in a sense to be presently explained. The author has, however,
not been able to show the tempered growth of those analytic functions near the
real Minkowski space boundary and believes at present that this is impossible to
achieve without further assumptions on the growth properties of Schwinger func-
tions sn with respect to the index n. This is suggested by the fact that in order to
reach the real Minkowski space by analytic completion for a given sn an infinite
number of steps are required, each of which involves the other functions sm via the
Schwartz inequality with higher and higher values of m" Our way of proving the
equivalence theorem doesn't use the condition that the Euclidean Green's functions
are analytic functions. Following the Osterwalder-Schrader idea we consider the
Euclidean Green's functions to be distributions.

S. Bernstein [4] called a function exponentially convex if it satisfies the posi-
tivity condition (1.1). We shall prove that a tempered distribution /(/) G S'(R+) is
exponentially convex iff the tempered distribution g(t) = f(—t) G S'(R-) is abso-
lutely monotonic, i.e. if

r(0 £ 0 (1.3)

holds for all m = 0, 1, ____ The following counter-example f(t) = exp{ί} shows that
this theorem is wrong for distributions in Z>'(R+). In [4] S. Bernstein also studied
the absolutely monotonic functions. It is natural to try to generalize the Bernstein
result. We shall prove that if for a distribution f(t) G D'(R+) the distribution g ( t ) =
f(—t) G ZX(R_) is absolutely monotonic then

00

f(t)=fe-«dμ(S), (1.4)
o
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where the positive measure μ(s) has tempered growth. The measure μ(s) explicitly
depends on the distribution f(t). It is the sum of two limits of the special distribu-
tions constructed from the distribution f(t). By using the generalized Bernstein the-
orem it is possible to obtain a new inversion formula for the Laplace transformation
of tempered distributions with supports in the closed positive semiaxis. Our weak
spectral condition on the Euclidean Green's functions requires that some of the lim-
its needed for the inversion formula exist for any Euclidean Green's function with
even number of variables. We shall prove that the initial Osterwalder-Schrader ax-
ioms [1] and the weak spectral condition are equivalent with the Wightman axioms.
A new result may be derived immediately from the revised Osterwalder-Schrader
theorem. The Wightman axioms are equivalent to the initial Osterwalder-Schrader
axioms [1] and one half of the continuity condition [2], namely the condition that
any Euclidean Green's function with an even number of variables is a Laplace trans-
form of a tempered distribution with support in the positive semiaxis with respect
to the time variables.

In the next section we study absolutely monotonic distributions and prove a
generalization of the Bernstein theorem [4]. We then obtain a new inversion for-
mula for the Laplace transformation of the tempered distributions with supports
in the closed positive semiaxis. The third section is devoted to a study of ex-
ponentially convex tempered distributions and tempered distributions satisfying the
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition which includes the space variables. In the
fourth section the revised Osterwalder-Schrader theorem is proved.

2. Absolutely Monotonic Distributions

Let D(R+)^ denote the subspace of D(R) of functions with support in the positive
semiaxis R+ — [0,oo), given the induced topology. Similarly D(R_) denotes the
subspace of D(R) of functions with support in the negative semiaxis R_ = (—oo, 0],
given the induced topology. If the function φ(x) is in £>(R_) then the function
φ(-x) is in Z)(R+).

Since the topology of the space £>(R+) is induced by the topology of the space
D(R) for a given distribution / G/)/(R+) there exists a natural number N such
that the estimate

\(f,φ)\ Z C sup dkφ

dxk (2.1)

holds for every function φ(x) E £>(R) with support in the interval [0,1]. Using the
estimate (2.1) and the identity

(xφ(x)) (2.2)

for a natural number k it is easy to show that for any integer N\ ^ TV the inequality

£ c, sup (2-3)

holds for every function φ(x) G D(R) with support in the interval [0,1]. We de-
note by N ( f ) the minimal integer N\ such that the distribution XN> f(x) e D'(R+)
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satisfies an inequality of type (2.3) for every function φ(x) £ D(R) with support in
the interval [0,1]. Inequality (2.3) implies the inequality

N(f) ^ N (xf] (2.4)
\ uX J

for any distribution f(x) G Df(R+).
Let θ(x) denote the Heaviside step function.

Lemma 2.1. For every distribution f ( x ) £ D;(R+), for any function φ(x) £ D(R)
and for every integer N ^ N ( f ) the limit

lim (xNf(xlθ(x)exp{-aχ-]}φ(x)) (2.5)
α^+O

defines an extension [XN f ] ( x ) £ £>'(R) w//λ support in the positive semiaxis R+.

Proof Lemma 2.1 follows from the estimate (2.3) and [5, equality (14)].

The distribution f(x) £Z)'(R_) is said to be absolutely monotonic if for all
ήm /

natural numbers m = 0,1,... the distribution -^m(x) is positive.

If a function φ(x) £ D(R) then for sufficiently large positive / depending on
supp φ the function φ(x + t) G D'ίR-).

Lemma 2.2. Lei fλe distribution f ( x ) £D'(R_) be absolutely monotonic. There
exists a number L^l[f] such that for any function φ(x) £ £)(R),

CO

lim (f(x\φ(x - 0) = L ~ l [ f ] / φ(χ)dx , (2.6)

(2.7)

Λe distribution (—x)~lf(x) is well defined as an element of Df(R_) and is
also absolutely monotonic. Furthermore one has L^l[(—x)~lf(x)] = 0.

Proof Let the function φ(x) £ D(R) be nonnegative and with support in the interval
[a,b]. The function f(t\ φ) = (f(x\ φ(x - 0) is defined on the semiaxis (-00, —a].
It is infinitely differentiable. Since the distribution f(x) is absolutely monotonic the
nonnegativity of the function φ(x) implies

Hence for every n — 1,2,... we get

-' 2.9)
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where / < min(0, — a). Due to the inequalities (2.8) the function f(t φ) is nonneg-
ative and non-decreasing on the semiaxis (—00, —a]. Therefore the limit (2.6) exists.
Then it follows from the inequality (2.9) for n — 1 that the limit (2.7) equals zero
for k = 1. Using induction and inequality (2.9) it is easy to prove the equalities
(2.7) for k — 1,2,... and for any nonnegative function φ(x) G £>(R)

Let φ(x) G £>(R) be real and set M(φ) = sup^eR|</>(*)|. Let h(x) G D(R) be a
nonnegative function equal to one on the support of the function φ(x). The function
φ(x) is the difference of the nonnegative functions \/2(M(φ)h(x) ± φ(x}). This
decomposition implies the equalities (2.7) for the function φ(x) since the equalities
(2.7) are valid for nonnegative functions from D(R). The claim (2.7) for arbitrary
φ(x) G D(R) follows by considering the real and imaginary part of φ(x) separately.

Consider a nonnegative function h(x) G D(R) whose integral is equal to one.
Then any function φ(x) G £>(R) may be rewritten as

oo JJ,

φ(x) = h(x) / <Ky)dy+--(x), (2.10)

where φ(x) G £>(R). The limit (2.6) exists for any nonnegative function from
D(R). Hence the decomposition (2.10) and the equality (2.7) for k = 1 imply the
equality (2.6).

If the distribution f ( x ) G D'(R_) is absolutely monotonic the distribution (-x)~l

f ( x ) G Z)'(R_) is also absolutely monotonic. It follows from the relations (2.6)
for the distributions f ( x ) and (~x)~l f ( x ) combined with the identity (-x)~lt =
-(-x)-](x-t)- 1 that

/—> — oo

oo oo

=-L~l[(-xΓlf(x)] / xφ(x)dx-Lol[f] / φ(x)dx. (2.11)
— oo —oo

On the other hand since the limit (2.6) for the distribution (— x ) ~ l f ( x ) exists the
limit (2.11) may only exist when the constant L^][(— x}~1 f ( x ) ] equals zero. This
concludes the proof of Lemma 2.2.

For a function φ(x) G D(R) and k = 1,2,... we introduce the function

φ(~k\x) = -((k - I)!)-1 J(x - y}k-lφ(y)dy , (2.12)
X

and for k = 0 we define φ(Q\x) — φ(x). The infinitely differentiable function (2.12)
equals zero on the positive semiaxis whenever φ(x) G £)(R_). Our notation is rea-

sonable since j^φ(~k\x) = φ(l~k\x) for / ̂  k.

Consider a nonnegative function h(x) G D(R) with the integral equal one and
having support in the positive semiaxis. For every T < 0 we introduce the infinitely
differentiable function with compact support

(2.13)
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Lemma 2.3. Let the distribution f(x) G/y(R_) be absolutely monotonic. Then
for any function φ(x) G £>(R-) and for any integer k = 1,2,...,

where the constant LQ

 l[f] is given by the equality (2.6).

Proof. For any integer k = 1,2,... the definitions (2.12) and (2.13) imply the fol-
lowing relation

Ct / , x , , v i ί i L\,

(2 15)

Due to the definitions the supports of the functions h(x) and φ^~k\x) are dis-
joint. Hence we have h(x)φ(~k\x) = 0. Applying the equality (2.15) k times we
get

k-\ (dp f \
= (f(x\hτ(x)φ(x)) +Σ(-l)p( -rj(x),h(x ~ T)<p-P-λ\x) . (2.16)

P=Q \ ax^ /

Since the functions h(x) and φ(x) have compact support, for sufficiently large mod-
ulus of the negative number T we obtain

h(x -T) f (x- y)p-lφ(y)dy = 0 , (2.17)

where the integer p = 1,2,.... It follows from the relations (2.6), (2.7), (2. 12) and
(2.17) that

lim Σ(-iγ(xmx-T)φ(-p-λ\x)=-L-\f} / φ(x)dx9 (2.18)

where the constant L^l[f] is given by the equality (2.6).
The definition (2.13) implies that the function hτ(x) is equal to one on the

support of the function φ(x) e£>(R_) for the sufficiently large modulus of the
negative number Γ, since the integral of the function h(x) G D(R+) is equal to
one. Now equality (2.14) is a consequence of the equalities (2.16) and (2.18)
concluding the proof of Lemma 2.3.
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For a distribution /(*) G D'(R_) we define a functional on the Schwartz space
S(R) by the following relation:

((-x)n-(x)9 θ(-x)hτ(x)φ(-nχ-1)) , (2.19)

where n is a positive integer and the function hτ(x) is given by relation (2.13). It
is easy to show that the tempered distribution L ~ l [ f ] ( — χ - 9 n 9 T ) G *S"(R) is positive
and its support is contained in the positive semiaxis.

Proposition 2.4. Let the distribution f(x) G £>'(R_) be absolutely monotonίc. Then
in the topo logical space ^(R) the limit

lim lim L~}[f](-x',n,T) = L~][f](-x) (2.20)
n—>oo T— > — oo

exists. The tempered distribution L ~ } [ f ] ( — x) G <S"(R) is positive and its support
is in the positive semiaxis.

Proof. Let us multiply and divide the function φ(x) on the right-hand side of the
equalities (2.19) by the same polynomial (1 + x)N

n x
(2.21)

where we recall that N ( f ) is the minimal integer N\ such that the inequality (2.3)
is satisfied. The relation (2.2) for N\ = 1 implies

'
(2.22)

Due to the inequality (2.4) and Lemma 2.1 the positive distribution (2.22) from
Z)'(R_) is extended to a positive distribution from D'(R) with support in the
negative semiaxis. This extension is defined by the limit analogous to the limit
(2.5).

For sufficiently large positive integer n the function (—x)N N(<^ l hτ(x)(n —
x)~N is infinitely differentiable for TV > N ( f ) . It is positive on the negative semi-
axis. Now the positivity of the extension of the distribution (2.22) implies the
following estimate for the integral (2.21):

\(L-l[f](-x;n,T),φ(x))\ ^ CΛ,r(ΛOsup(l +xf\Φ(x)\ (2.23)
jc>0
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Here the constant Cnj(N) depending on / is given as

CH,T(N) = (n\Γ\™dx(-x

x θ(-x}exp{anχ-]}(-xf-N(n-lhτ(x)(n-xΓN

= lim (l71[/](-*;»,n,exp{-α*}(l +*)-") (2.24)
α— > +0

and N > N(f). We denote by | |yv the norm on the right-hand side of the
inequality (2.23). We define HN to be the Banach space completion of the space
S(R) with respect to this norm. Due to the inequality (2.23) for TV = N(f) + 1 the
tempered distribution L~l[f](-x;n, T) £ S'(R) is continued to the linear continuous
functional L~l[f](— x n, T)c on the Banach space ///v(/)+ι Now the relation (2.24)
may be rewritten as CnJ(N) = (L-][f](-x;n,T)c,(l + x)~yv), where TV > N(f).

Let us assume for a moment that for any integer TV > TV(/) the limit

lim lim CnJ(N} (2.25)
n—+oo Γ— » — oo

exists and is finite. This assumption and the inequality (2.23) for TV =N(f)+ 1
imply that the family of linear continuous functionals L~l [/](— x; n, T)c parametrized
by n and T on the Banach space ///v(/ ) +ι is uniformly bounded. In view of rela-
tion (2.24) the existence of the limit (2.25) is equivalent to the convergence of
the sequence {L~l[f](-x;n, T)c} on every function (l+x)~N e///v(/)+ι, where
TV > TV(/). We claim that this set is dense in the Banach space //yv(/)+ι. Then
by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem [6, Sect. 3.7] the sequence of linear continuous
functionals L~l[f](-x;n,T)c on the Banach space HN(f^+\ weakly converges to
the linear continuous functional on //#(/')+!• Therefore the sequence of tempered
distributions L~l[f](—x'9n,T)eS'(R) weakly converges to a tempered distribu-
tion in ι5"(R). Hence due to [6, Sect. 3.7] the sequence of tempered distributions
L~l[f](— x n, T) converges in topology of the space <S"(R). Now it follows that the
tempered distribution L~l[f](—x)=L~l[f](—x;oo9—oo)eS'(R) is positive and
its support is in the positive semiaxis since these properties are stable under limits.

Let us first prove that the set of the functions (1 + x)~NW~k~l

9 k = 0, 1,...,
is dense in the Banach space //#(/•)+!• For any function φ(x) <G S(R) the func-

tion φ(t) = 0(tan2 /)(cosO~2^^+1* is continuous on the open interval (— π/2, π/2).
Since φ(x) £ S(R) the function φ(t) may be extended to a continuous function
on the closed interval [-π/2, π/2] by setting φ(-π/2) = φ(π/2) = 0. Hence the
Weierstrass theorem implies that φ(t) may be approximated by a trigonometric
polynomial ^bmQxp{2mit} on the closed interval [—π/2, π/2]. Since the function
φ(t) is even it may be approximated by a trigonometric polynomial Σbmcos2mt.
The function cos2mt is the polynomial of the variable cos2ί. Therefore for every
positive ε there exists a polynomial ̂  am cos2"2 / such that the modulus of the func-
tion </>(/) — Σamcos2mt on the closed interval [—π/2, π/2] is less than ε. Due to
the relation cos2m t = (1 + tan2 t)~m this implies that

sup(l+^f ( / ' ) + 1 |^)-Σ^(l+^ΓΛ / ( / )""~Ί < ε . (2.26)
jt^O

Thus the set of functions (1 +x)~N(^~k~\ k = 0, 1,..., is dense in the Banach
space //#(/)+! 5 since the space S(R) is dense.
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At last let us prove the existence of the limit (2.25) for every integer TV > N ( f ) .
Since by assumption h(x) G £>(R+) for sufficiently large modulus of the negative
number T we have h(x - T) G £>(R_). Using the definition (2.13), the identity
(2.2), the estimate (2.3) and in analogy to the derivation (2.15) we can rewrite the
expression (2.24) for sufficiently large modulus of the negative number T in the
following form:

Cn,τ(N) = Bn,τ(N)-(n\Γl E (-1)Λ

k=0

where the constant

Bn,τ(N) = lim l—(x),θ(—x

and the function

,̂X n t N ( x ) - ( n . ) -^

It follows from the identity (2.2) that

k-n

dxk

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

„_„-. (2.30)

Now it is easy to show that the expression (2.30) is bounded on the closed negative
semiaxis. Hence the absolutely monotonicity of the distribution f(x) G £>'(R_) and
the relations (2.7), (2.27) imply that

lim

< C lim
-

J-(X\h(x - τ)(-xγ-k

/-* (n-k)\

n^m\(n-k-m)\
lim (-T)m

-0, (2.31)

lim Cn,τ(N)=
T — > — oo

lim
—+ — OO

(2.32)

Let us prove that the numbers Bn^τ(N) for TV > N ( f ) form a Cauchy sequence
when n — * oo, T — » — oo. In view of the equality (2.32) it implies the existence of
the limit (2.25). If T2 ^ T\, then for the sufficiently large modulus of the negative
number T\ the nonnegative function hτ2(x) — hτ\(x) GD(R_) and by the positiv-

ity of the distribution ^(jc) G D X (R_) the relation (2.28) implies the following
estimate:

(2.33)
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In virtue of relation (2.6) the first multiplier in the right-hand side of the inequality
(2.33) converges to zero when Γι,Γ2 — » — oo. Due to the positivity of the distribu-

tion ^(jc) G £>'(R_) we find from the relation (2.28),

:.Bn2tT(N) - BnitT(N)\ ^ ^ m W ^ ί

x sup(l +x)N ( / ' ) + 1 |χW 2,yvW - χnιM\ . (2-34)

We denote the first factor on the right-hand side of the inequality (2.34) by A(T).
The numbers A(T) form a Cauchy sequence when T — > -oo and consequently the
numbers A(T) are uniformly bounded on the negative semiaxis. The proof of this is
exactly analogous to that of the inequality (2.33). If we can prove that the functions
(2.29) converge in norm |yv(/)+ι to the function

- I)!)'1 / tN-le-tΛ (2.35)
o

when n — > oo, then the inequalities (2.33) and (2.34) show that the numbers B^
form a Cauchy sequence when n — » oo, T — >• — oo.

By the definition (2.29) we get

k n\ (\+nxTn~N+k

Λ"'"v ' «!(tf-l)! tto *!(»-*)! n + 7 V - / f c

= n^\(NN-l)\ { '""Ό-*-')"<*. (2 36)

The inequality tN~]e~t ^ x""^"1/"2 holds on the interval [(«-1 + x)~l

9x~l]9 where
x9 n > 0. It implies the following estimate:

sup (l+jcf( '>+ l / tN-]e-'dtί n- '2 Λ / < ) + . (2.37)

Here we use the inequality (1 + x)N(/)+\χ-N-\ ^ 2

yv(/)+1 valid on the semi-
axis [l,oo) for N ^ N ( f ) . The maximal value of the function tN+le~l on the
positive semiaxis is equal to ((N + l)e~})N+l. Hence by using the inequality
(1 +jc)yv(/)+1 ^ 2N^)+l for 0 ^ x ^ 1 we obtain

sup (1 +*yv(/')+1 ^-^-^ ^ Λ-12 ;v(/')+1((JV+ Oβ-1)^ +I . (2.38)

For any positive number x and for a natural number n > 0 we have the
estimate (n~l + x)~l ^ n. Then the equalities (2.35), (2.36) and the estimate (2.38)
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imply that

nNn\
sup

(n + N)V

x sup (
0</<oo

(2.39)

where the function xn

+ is equal to xn for x ^ 0 and it is equal to zero otherwise.
It follows from the equalities (2.35), (2.36) and the estimate (2.37) for N > N ( f )
that

sup (1 +x)'
1 <jc<oo

nNn\

-N)Γ

^ 2N(n+l((N - I)!) sup (2.40)

For any natural number n > 1 the function xn

+ is differentiable everywhere. The
maximal value of the function exp{— t} — (1 — tn~λ)n

+ on the positive semiaxis is

at the point α0 satisfying the equation exp{-αo} = 0 —
implies

sup

Λ)n

+ . This equation

ιQe~a° ^ (ne)~l .

(2.41)

For natural numbers k and n > 1 the maximal value of the function tk(e~t — (1 —
tn~χ yj_) on the positive semiaxis is at the point a^ satisfying the following equation:

^-Vβ* -0 -«*«-')+) = (̂*-β* -0 -
If a/i ^ k + I the inequality (2.41) implies the estimate

sup tk\e-'-(l -f/r')+| ^(k+l)k(
Og/<oo

If a/, ^ A: + 1 by using the identity (2.42) we get

sup ί* |<Γ'-(1 -tn~lγ+\ =n-l((l+n-lk)aι!-kΓ

XT') (2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

In order to get the first inequality in (2.44) we used the inequality (1 + n
k > 1 valid for a^- ^ k -\- 1. If in addition one uses the fact that

nNn\
lim

it follows from the estimates (2.39), (2.40), (2.41), (2.43) and (2.44) that the
functions (2.36) converge in norm - |/v(/)+ι to the function (2.35). Therefore
Proposition 2.4 is proved.
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By the definitions (2.19) and (2.20) the tempered distribution L~}[f](-x)e
*S"(R) is positive and its support is contained in the positive semiaxis. Now
Theorem 2 from [7, Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2] implies that a positive tempered distri-
bution is given by a positive measure. This positive measure has tempered growth
and its support is in the positive semiaxis.

Theorem 2.5. For any absolutely monotonic distribution f ( x ) G/) 7 (R_) the fol-
lowing representation

00 00 00

( f ( x ) , φ ( x ) ) = L~\f} / φ(x)dx + / L-l[f](-p)dp 1 ePχφ(x)dx (2.45)
— 00 —00 —00

is valid for any function φ(x) G D(R_). Here the positive number L ^ λ [ f } is given
by the relation (2.6), the positive measure L ~ { [ f ] ( — p ) with tempered growth and
support in the positive semiaxis is defined by the relations (2.19), (2.20).

Proof Let the distribution f ( x ) G D'(R_) be absolutely monotonic. Then in view
of Lemma 2.3 the relation (2.14) holds for any function φ(x) G D(R_) and for any
integer & = «+!, where n is a natural number. Note that

= («!)-' (-xγ^-l.(x),hτ(x)La[φ](-nχ-1)] (2.46)
dxn+}

with
o

Ln[φ](x) = J (1 + n~lxy)nφ(y)dy . (2.47)
_AίJC-ι

Here we have taken into account that the function φ(x) has support in the negative
semiaxis.

Due to the inequality (2.23) for TV = TV(/) + 1 the tempered distribution L ~ l [ f ]
(—x'9n, Γ), defined by the equality (2.19), may be continued to a linear continuous
functional L~1[/](— jc; n, T)c on the Banach //yv(/)+ι Let us prove that the function
(2.47) converges as n —» oo in norm | |yv(/)+ι to the Laplace transform of the
function φ(—x). It is straightforward to show that

fe*yφ(y)dy-Ln[φ](x)

ί J \φ(y)\dy sup (l+x)N(f)+l\ety-(\+n-lxyγ+\. (2.48)

The right-hand side of the inequality (2.48) is majorized by the sum

o
(2.49)

k=0
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Due to the estimates (2.43), (2.44) the sum (2.49) converges to zero as n —» oo.
Thus we have proved that the right-hand side of the equality (2.46) converges to

(L~\f}(-x\ J e*yφ(y)dy ). (2.50)
— CO

Now the relation (2.14) implies the equality (2.45), concluding the proof of
Theorem 2.5.

For O an open set in Rn,S(O) denotes the subspace of S(Rn) of functions with
support in the closure O, given the induced topology. For example S(R_) denotes
the subspace of S(R) of functions with support in the negative semiaxis, given
the induced topology. Similarly S(R+) denotes the subspace of S(R) of functions
with support in the positive semiaxis, given the induced topology. It follows from
Theorem 2.5 that every absolutely monotonic distribution f(x) G Z)'(R_) may be
extended to a tempered distribution in S'(R_).

We recall that a tempered distribution g ( t ) G S'(R-) is called absolutely mono-
tonic if it satisfies the conditions (1.3) for all m = 0,1,....

Corollary 2.6. The tempered distribution f(x) G *S'(R+) is the Laplace transform
of a tempered distribution with support in the positive semiaxis if and only if there
exists a natural number k such that

(-*)'*/(-*) = 0ι (*)-02(*), (2.51)

where the tempered distributions g/(x) G 5"(R_), j = 1,2, are absolutely mono-
tonic.

Proof. Due to Theorem from [6, Sect. 3.8] a tempered distribution with support in
the positive semiaxis may be written as

ffW = Σ ^μm(χ), (2.52)
m=0 ax

where μm(x) are measures with tempered growth and with supports in the positive
semiaxis.

It is well known that (m!)~l(-^yn+{x™ = δ(x). Hence the relation (2.52) implies

(2.53)

where * denotes the convolution of two tempered distributions with supports in the
positive semiaxis. If we represent the measure in the right-hand side of the equality
(2.53) as the difference of two positive measures with tempered growth and with
supports in the positive semiaxis we get

0(*)=^τ[vι(*)-v2(*)]. (2-54)dxk

Taking the Laplace transform of the equality (2.54) and dividing by xk we obtain
the equality (2.51), where x is replaced by —x.

It is straightforward to show that the equality (2.51) and Theorem 2.5 imply that
the tempered distribution f(x) is the Laplace transform of a tempered distribution
with support in the positive semiaxis.
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Let x denote a point in R4 with coordinates (.x0,.*1,;*;2,;*;3) = (JT°,X). A point in
R4n will be written as x = (x\,... 9xn)9 xl G R4. We will use the following open set
R4

+

n = {xeR4n\x° > 0, j= l , . . . ,/ι}.

Theorem 2.7. Lei ί//e tempered distribution f(x) G ̂ "(R^1) &e the Laplace trans-
form with respect to the time variables of a tempered distribution with sup-

port in the closure R+. Then there is the natural number K such that for any
integers k > K, 1 g j\ < - - - < y/ ^ «, 1 ^ / ^ n and for all test functions

φj(x)eS(RΛ), y G { y , , . . . , y / } ; Φi(χ) ε S(R4

+), 1 ^ / g Λ, ι = K / ι , . . . , . / / , ***/*/-
lowing limit exists:

m=\

lim

-k

/ U) Π

lim f(x)

;nm,Tm) (2.55)

, (2-56)

where the function hτ(x°) is given by the equality (2.13).
The limit (2.55) defines the inversion formula for the Laplace transformation:

(2.57)

/or all functions φj(x) G 5(R+), / = !,...,«, and for any integer k > K.

Proof Theorem from [6, Sect. 3.8] implies that a tempered distribution with support
4n

in the closure R+ has the following form:

(2.58)

where we use the standard multiindex notations and μm(y) are measures with tem-
4n ~

pered growth and supports in R+. In analogy to the proof of Corollary 2.6 the
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relation (2.58) may be written as

\ / \ "̂

ΠΛ Σ -- Va.QO, (2.59)

_ /2
where vm(y) the measures with tempered growth and supports in R+ . Let us in-
tegrate the distribution (2.59) with a test function which is the product of the

functions: exp{-xy%7°}</>/y7), φy (y) G S(R3), j G {jι,...Jι}9 and exp{-*?j;?}

Ψ/<Λ 0 >y/ )></>/ 00 £ S(R+)» 1 = * = w» z φ 7 ι , . . . , y / . Let us divide the resulting inte-
gral by (Λ:̂  . . .jc^)^ . If the distribution /(*) is the Laplace transform of the tempered
distribution (2.59) with respect to time variables we get

Λ/ω^'Mx,,,,)). Π

where the measure v ( j μ ι , . . . , j μ / ) with support in (R+)x/ is defined by

fdv(yι,...,yι)\l/(y\,...9yι)
\ m

~\m\<K-\,mQ. = =ro° =0
'-'- / i //

ΠΦ/mtijJ (2.61)

The measure v(y\,...9yι) is the difference v\(y\,...,yι) ^v2(jι,..., j/) of two pos-
itive measures with tempered growth and supports in (R+)x /. Then the left-hand
side of the equality (2.60) is equal to

l 1
Σxjmym f (2.62)

m=\ )

The expression (2.62), considered as the function on (R_) x / , is the difference
/i (xj} ,...,.*?) — /2(*y, 5 j^) of two absolutely monotonic with respect to each

variable distributions from 5 f /((R__) x /).
The arguments of the proof of Proposition 2.4 lead to the existence of the limit

(2.55) for any test function which is the product of the functions: \l/j(Xj)φj(Xj)9

where ^(*°) 6 S(R), φ/x) G S(R3), 7 =y,, . . .J/, and φ^) 6 ^(R^), 1 ̂  / ^
«, / Φ y ι , . . . , 7 / . Since the weak convergence in 5; implies the convergence in
the topology of the space Sf (see [6, Sect. 3.7]) the limit is a multilinear func-
tional, continuous in each variable. Now the nuclear theorem [7, Chapter 1, Sect. 1,

Theorem 6] implies the existence of the distribution L~l[(Y[m==lXjm)~κf]χo(x)

and the equality (2.55) for any test function which is the product of the func-

tions 0; (*y)eS(R4), 7 = y ι , . . . , 7 / , and φfa) e 5(R+), 1 ^ / ^ / 7 , / Φ 7 ι , . . . , 7 / .
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We use this set of the functions in order to avoid cumbersome notations. For the
special case / = n the notations are simple: L~l[([\l

m^{ x^)~κf]xo(x) G ̂ (R4") and

4^its support is in R+. The equality (2.55) is valid in this case for any test function

φ(χ) e S(R4").
For the absolutely monotonic tempered distribution g(x) G <S"(R_) the tempered

distribution (— x)~mg(x) G S'(R-) is absolutely monotonic for any natural number
ra. It is therefore possible to divide the expression (2.62) by (jc^ ...Xjl)

k~κ and to
prove the above results for any integer k > K. For the integer k > K Lemma 2.2
implies that the limits of type (2.6) are equal to zero. We now apply the arguments
of the proof of Theorem 2.5 to obtain the equality (2.57), concluding the proof of
the theorem.

3. Exponentially Convex Distributions

Motivated by the discussion of S. Bernstein [4] for functions we call a tempered dis-
tribution f(x) G S'(R+) exponentially convex if it satisfies the positivity condition
(1.1) for any function φ(χ) G S(R+).

Proposition 3.1. For any exponentially convex tempered distribution f(x) G iS^R.^)
the tempered distribution f(—x) G S'(R-) is absolutely monotonic.

Proof. Let us introduce the convolution function

φ*φ(x)= / φ(x-y)φ(y)dy. (3.1)
— oo

For φ(x) e S(R+) the function φ * φ(x) G S(R+). The condition (1.1) may be
rewritten as (f(x\φ*φ(x)) ^ 0. Let F [ φ ] ( p ) be the Fourier transform of the
function φ(x) G S(R+). The definition (3.1) implies the equality F[φ * φ ] ( p ) =

F[φ](~p}F[φ](p).
By FS(R+) we denote the space of all functions ψ(z) analytic in the open upper

half plane and infinitely differentiable in the closed upper half plane such that the
seminorms of the form

sup (1+ z\)n

Imz>0 dzm (3.2)

are finite for all positive integers m and n. The topology of FS(R+) is given by
the set of seminorms (3.2).

Let us prove that the Fourier transformation defines an isomorphism between
two topological spaces: S(R+) and FS(R+). The Fourier transform F[φ](x) of a
function φ(x) G ̂ (R+) has an analytical continuation F[φ](z) into the open upper
half plane. The function F[φ](z) is infinitely diίferentiable in the closed upper half
plane. The inequality ykG\p{—yt} ^ C(k)t~k, valid for t > 0, y ^ 0 implies the
following estimate:

sup sup </*'-'
lJί\

-,(tmφ(t))df
(3.3)
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Therefore the Fourier transformation defines a continuous mapping of the space
S(R+) into the space FS(R+). For a function φ(z) GFS(R+) its restriction i/φc)
to the real axis belongs to the Schwartz space S(R\ A straightforward application
of Cauchy's theorem shows that the inverse Fourier transform F~l[ψ](p) of the
function ψ(x) may be rewritten for any y > 0 as

oo

F~1M(P) = (2πΓ]epy f exp{-ipx}ψ(x + iy)dx . (3.4)
— oo

Since any seminorm (3.2) is finite we get F~l[ψ](p) = 0 for p < 0 by letting y
in (3.4) tend to infinity. Hence F~][ψ](p) G 5^+). The inverse Fourier transfor-
mation is a topological isomorphism of the Schwartz space 5(R). Any seminorm of
the Schwartz space S(R) on the subspace F*S(R+) is majorized by a corresponding
seminorm of the type (3.2). Thus the inverse Fourier transformation is a mapping
of the space FS(R+) into the space 5(R+).

For any natural number k and for any number α > 0 we define the function

(z) = ((« +z/0 l/2)*exp{-α(l + *Λ)1/2} (3.5)

with
(a + z//)1/2 = (x2 + (a + y)2)]/4 exp{-//2 arctan[;c(β + y)'1]} ,

which is holomorphic in the open upper half plane. Due to the estimate Re(l -f
z/01/2 ^ (|z|/2)1/2, valid in the closed upper half plane, the function (3.5)
belongs to the space F5(R+). Hence its inverse Fourier transform χy(x) belongs
to the space 5(R+), as does the function x%(x — t) for any positive number t.
Therefore the convolution function χα * χα(;c — 2t) = χα( — t) * χα( — t)(x) be-
longs to the space S(R+) for any t ^ 0. Now the positivity condition (1.1) for the
exponentially convex tempered distribution f ( x ) G iSr/(R+) implies the inequality
(f(x)>Xy * XαC* ~ 2ί)) ^ 0 for any t ^ 0. Integrating this inequality with a non-
negative function \/2φ(2t) G ^(R+) we obtain

( / w s α « * x α ) * 0 w ) ^ o . (3.6)
In view of the definition (3.5) we get F[χol](—x) = F[χ0ί](x). Now it is easy to
show that

oo
\-ι(X, * X,) * ΦW = (2πΓ' / dpe-if>xF[φ](p)(F[χa](p))2 . (3.7)

— OO

When α — » +0 the functions F[φ](z)(F[/α](^))2 converge to the function (z/z*)*
F[φ](z) in the topology of the space F5'(R+). Then the left-hand side of the equality

(3.7) converges to the function -j^(x) in the topology of the space £(R+) when
α — * +0. In the limit α — >• +0 inequality (3.6) therefore gives

0. (3.8)

It follows from the inequalities (3.8) for arbitrary natural numbers k and for arbitrary
nonnegative functions φ(x) G £(R+) that the tempered distribution f(—x) G x$"(R_)
is absolutely monotonic.
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A distribution f(x) E S"(R+) is said to satisfy the Osterwalder-Schrader posi-

tivity condition, if for any function φ(x) E

/ d4xd4yf(x° + /, x - y )W)Φ(y) ^ 0 . (3.9)

Therefore the Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition (3.9) is the condition
of exponential convexity with respect to the time variable and it is the condi-
tion of positive definiteness with respect to the space variables. By using the proof
of Proposition 3.1 and the proof of Theorem 1 from [7, Chapter 2, Sect. 3.1] it is
possible to show that the Fourier transform FX[/](JC°,X) with respect to the space
variables of the distribution f(x) E 5"(R+), satisfying the condition (3.9), satisfies
the following condition:

'x) = ° (3 10)

for any natural number n = 0, 1, . . ..

Lemma 3.2. Let the tempered distribution f ( x ) E *S"(R+) satisfy the Osterwalder-

Schrader positivity condition (3.9). Then for any function φ(x) E iS(R4L),

oo

lim (f(x)9φ(-x* - t,x)) = JV[/]X*W3x / Φ(*°,x)<fr° , (3.11)
"

where the tempered distribution /^[/^(x) E S'(R3) is positively definite, and
for any natural number k = 1,2,...,

U
Λ \ k

— J f(x),φ(-x»-t,x)} = 0 . (3.12)

If the tempered distribution f ( x ) E 5'(R+) satisfies the Osterwalder-Schrader pos-

itivity condition (3.9), then the tempered distribution (x°)~lf(x) E S'(R+) satisfies
the inequalities (3.10) and the limits (3.11), (3.12) for this distribution are equal
to zero.

Proof. Let the Fourier transform FX[</>](JC°,X) with respect to the space variables
of a function φ(x) E S(Rl) be a positive function. Then by the straightforward
application of the inequalities (3.10) and by the proof of Lemma 2.2 we can prove
the relations (3.12) and the existence of the limit (3.11).

Due to Theorem 2 from [7, Chapter 2, Sect. 2.2] the inequalities (3.10) imply
the following estimates for any function φ(x) E 5(Rl):

f(x),φ(-xΌ

9x) sup (l + \x\2r\Fx[φ](xυ,x)\, (3.13)

where the numbers C and p depend on the natural number n — 0,1,2, Let α(x)
be an infinitely differentiable nonnegative function with compact support and let it
be equal to one into some neighborhoods of zero. For a function φ(x) E
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we define M(φ) = sup Fx[φ](x)\. The difference of the two following nonnegative

functions from

F*[φim](x) = exp{/n- V + (xQ

F*[φ2m]M = exp{m- V + (xV)}

x θ(-x*)x(m-lx)(M(φ) - Fx[φ](x)) (3.14)

converges as m — » oo to the function Fx[φ](x) G S(Rl) in the norm (3.13). Due
to the inequality (3.13) this now implies the relations (3.12) and the existence of

the limit (3.11) for any function φ(x) G S(Rl).

Let h(xQ) G S(R-) be nonnegative with integral equal to one. Any function

φ(x) G S(Rl) may be represented as

OO ϊjJ,

φ(x) = h(x°) f <Ky°,x)dy° + jt(x), (3.15)
-oo vχ

where the function \j/(x) G 5(Rl). The existence of the limit (3.11) and the equal-
ities (3.15) and (3.12) for k—\ provide the equality (3.11) for any function
φ(x) G iS'(Rl). By virtue of the inequality (3.10) for n = 0 the tempered distri-

bution L Q ] [ f ] x o ( x ) is positive definite. The proof of the last part of Lemma 3.2
follows the arguments of Lemma 2.2.

In analogy to (2.12) for any function φ(x) G S(Rl) and for any integer k =
1,2, . . ., we define

(3.16)
*o

and φ(0Q\x) = φ(x). The infinitely differentiate function (3.16) equals zero for

jc° > 0. It is easy to see that (-jp)1 Φ(#h\*) = Φ(jό~k\x) for I ^ *- Let the nonneg-

ative function hτ(x°) be given by the relation (2.13) for some nonnegative function
h(xQ) G D(R-) having the integral equal one.

Lemma 3.3. Let the tempered distribution f(x) G ̂ '(R^.) satisfy the Osterwalder-

Schrader positivity condition (3.9). Then for any function φ(x) G ̂ (Rl) and for
any integer k — 1,2,...,

00

/ φ(x°,x)dx° , (3.17)
R3

where the positive definite tempered distribution L Q ] [ f ] x ϋ ( x ) G ̂ '(R3) is defined
by the equality (3.11).

The proof of Lemma 3.3 is exactly analogous to that of Lemma 2.3 and can be
omitted.
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For a tempered distribution f(x) G /S"(R+) satisfying the Osterwalder-Schrader

positivity condition (3.9) we define a functional on the space iS^R4) by the following
relation:

(L-lUlfl(x;n,T),φ(x)) = (/(*), Lc

- A f(X

0,x),0(x0)hτ(-X

0}ψ(n(X

0Γl,x), (3.18)

where n is a positive integer and the function hr(x°) is given by the equality
(2.13). It is easy to prove that the tempered distribution Fx [L ~ l [f]xo ( ; n , T ) ] ( x )
is positive and its support is in the closure of R+ .

Proposition 3.4. Let the tempered distribution f(x) G «S"(R+) satisfy the
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition (3.9). Then in the topological space

S'(R4) the following limit exists:

lim lim L-}[f]xo(x;n9T) = L-l[f]^(x). (3.19)
ft— >oo / — » — oo

The tempered distribution F x [ L ~ ] [ f ] x o ( )](*) G <S"(R4) is positive and its support

is in the closure of R+.

Proof. The number N ( f ) is defined by means of the estimate similar to the esti-
mate (2.3). A result analogous of Lemma 2.1 is valid for the tempered distribution

f(x) G ̂ (R^ ). By using the inequalities (3.10) and Theorem 2 from [7, Chapter
2, Sect. 2.2] it is possible to prove the estimate similar to (2.23), namely

\(L-l[flfl(x;n,T),φ(X))\

^ Ca,τ(N(f) +1) sup (1 + *Y ( / ) + '(l + x\y\Fx[φ](x)\ . (3.20)
jc°^o,χeR3

The arguments analogous to those of the proof of Proposition 2.4 allow us to replace
the constant Cnj(N(f) + 1) by a constant independent of the numbers n and T.

The inequalities (3.10) and Proposition 2.4 imply that the limit (3.19) exists on

every test function from 5(R4) whose Fourier transform with respect to the space

variables is a nonnegative function. Let α(x) G D(R4) be nonnegative and let it be

equal to one into some neighborhoods of zero. For a function φ G iS(R4) we define

M(φ) = sup |Fx[0](;t)|. The difference of the two nonnegative functions from S(R4)

= x(m-}x)(M(φ) - Fx[φ](x)) (3.21)

converges as m — >• oo to the function Fx[φ](x) G 5(R4) in the norm (3.20). Since
the constant Cnj(N(f) + 1) in the estimate (3.20) may be replaced by the constant
independent of the numbers n and T this implies the existence of the limit (3.19)

for every test function from 5(R4). Therefore due to [6, Sect. 3.7] the sequence of

tempered distribution L ~ l [ f ] x o ( x ' , n , T ) converges in topology of the space ^(R4).
It follows now from the inequalities (3.10) and the definition (3.18) that the tem-

pered distribution Fx[L~^[f]xv( )](*) G 5'(R4) is positive and its support is in the

closure of R .
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A straightforward application of the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2.5
leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5. Let the tempered distribution f(x) G «S"(R+) satisfy the Osterwalder-
Schrader positivity condition (3.9). Then the following representation:

+ fd4xLol[f]xo(x) J dpQG\p{-xQpQ}φ(pQ,x)) (3.22)
R4 -00

is valid for any function φ(x) G ̂ (R^). Here the positive definite tempered

^o"distribution L Q l [ f ] x o ( \ ) G 5'(R3) is defined by the equality (3.11) and the tem-

pered distribution L~^[f}^(x) G S7(R4) is defined by the relations (3.18), (3.19).

The distribution F x [ L ~ l [ f ] x o ( )](*) G -S"(R4) is the positive measure with tem-

pered growth and support in the closure of R+.

4. Revised Osterwalder-Schrader Theorem

We deal with the theory of one Hermitian scalar field. By using the results below
and Chapter 6 of the paper [1] it is possible to formulate the extended Osterwalder-
Schrader axioms and to prove the revised Osterwalder-Schrader theorem for theories
containing spinor fields.

We use some notation from the papers [1] and [2]. We define the follow-
ing open sets in R4" : R^f - {x G R4'7 xy°+1 > x°, j = !,...,« - 1} and Rj1 = {x G

R4'2 Xιή=Xj, 1 ^ i < j ^ «}. For O an open set in R4/?, the space S(O) is defined

above. On ^(R4'7) we define two involutions

f*(x\,...,xn) = f(xn> -,x\),

..,θxn)9 (4.1)

where θx = (— jc°,x) and / means complex conjugation. The space ^(R4^7) is in-

variant under the involution / -» θf*. Let / G ̂ (R4'7), R G SO4 be an element
in the rotation group, a G R4 and π G Pn be an element in the group of all per-
mutations of n objects (the letter Sn will be used elsewhere). Then we define
f ( a t R ) and /π by f(a,R)(x\9...,xn) = f(Rx\+a,...9Rxn+a) and fπ(x\9...9xn) =

We recall the Osterwalder-Schrader axioms [1] for the Schwinger functions
(Euclidean Green's functions). The set of the Schwinger functions {sn} is a
sequence of distributions sn(x\9...,xn) with the following properties:

EO. Distributions.

sQ = \9 ^GS'(R4'7)

and

( s Λ 9 f ) = (sn9θf*) (4.2)

for all functions / G S(R4<).
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EL Euclidean invariance.
(Sn,Aa,R)) = (Sn,f) (4.3)

for all R & SO4, a e R4 and / e S(Ro").

E2. Positivity.
Σ(*«+m,0/;®/m)^0 (4.4)
«,m

for all finite sequences of the functions fn £ S(R^ Π R+Λ), where the function
(/Θgf)(Λι,...,j: l l + w) = /(Λι,...,Jcπ)gf(jcΛ +ι,. . .,ΛΛ + w) is defined for all functions
/ G S(R4π) and 0 G S(R4m). The relation (4.2) is a consequence of inequality (4.4).

£?. Symmetry.
(sn,f

π) = (sn,f) (4.5)

for all permutations π e Pn and for all functions / G S(RoΛ).

E4. Cluster property.

lim (sn+m,θf* 0 (0w)( ifl,i)) = (jw,0/*)(jw,0w) (4.6)
£—>oo

for all /„ e S(R4<" n R*1), ff(Π € 5(R^ Π R*"), α = (0,a), a e R3

Let us consider the restriction of the distribution sn G S^R4/7) to test functions
from the space S(Rt?). Then the translation invariance (4.3) implies

sn(x\9...,xn) = Sn-\(x2 -x\9...,xn -xn-\)9 (4.7)

where the distribution Sn-\(x) G 5/(R+/l~1)). We note that for a function g of
the form g(x\,...,xn+\) = f(x2 — x\,- <>Xn+\ — χn) the definitions (4.1) imply the
equality θg*(x\,...,xn+\) = (Θpf*)(x2 —x\,...,xn+\ — xn\ where the involution

Θpf(xl9...,xn) = f(-θxl9...9-θxn) (4.8)

leaves the space S(R+Π) invariant.
Into the inequality (4.4) we substitute the sequence consisting of a single func-

tion

r , λ ί Φi(x\)Φm(*2 -*!,...,*„,+ ! -Xm\ m > Q
fm+\(x\9...9xm+\)= < _ (4.9)

[Φ\(x\)> m = 09

where the functions φ\ G ̂ (R^_) and φm G S(R4_^). Then by using the definitions
(4.7) and (4.8) we can rewrite the inequality (4.4) for m — 0 in the form (3.9) and
for m > 0 in the following form:

fd4xd4yS2m+\(θpφ*m,x - θyMφiWφύy) ^ 0 . (4.10)

Here we have introduced the distribution

fd4xSn+m+l(fn9x9fm)f}(x) = !d4(n+m^xSn+m+,(x)fn®f, ®fm(x), (4.11)

constructed from the distribution Sn+m+\(x) G S/(1H+n+m+ ) and the test functions

fn G S(R^)9 fm e ^(R+m). For n = 0 or m = 0 the distribution (4.11) is defined in
an obvious way.

The inequalities (4.10) show that the distributions S2m+\(θpΦm>x>Φm) are

extremely significant. We formulate the new axiom exactly for these distributions.
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E5. Weak spectral condition.

Let S2m+\ (x) G S'(R+2w+1}), m = 1,2,..., be any distribution defined by the relation
(4.7). Then there is the natural number K such that for any integers k > K, 1 ̂

/ ^ m and for all test functions ψfa) G S(R4), / = !,...,/, lAyO) G S(R+), j =
I + 1,..., w + 1, the following limit exists:

lim Km

X \_(LC [lAl 0 ' 0 Ψm]γO rθ( ;«,Σ)) 0 t/WlΛ j , . . . , Λ /

c .X],.••,*/ '—' —

with

( / \ / m

ι=l * / \ z = / + l

(4.13)
and where the function Lc

 l [ ψ ] x Q ( x ι n , T ) is given by the equality (2.56).
Theorem 2.7 clarifies the relevance of this weak spectral condition.
Let us recall the Wightman axioms [8] for Wightman distributions. The set

of Wightman distributions {wn} is a sequence of distributions with the following
properties:

RO. Temperedness.
WQ = 1, wn G S'(R4n) and

(wn9f) = (WΛ,/*) (4.14)

for all / G S(R4n).

Rl. Relatiυistic invarίance.

(WnJ(a,Λ)) = (Wn,f) (4.15)

for all vectors a G R4, for all Lorentz transformations A G L\ and for all functions

/ G S(R4"), where the function f(a,Λ)(x) = f(Λ~\x\ - a\...,A~\xn - a)).

R2. Positίvίty.

I 0 (4.16)

for all finite sequences of the functions fn G ̂ (R4"). The relation (4.14) is a con-
sequence of inequality (4.16).

R3. Local commutativity.
For all natural numbers n > 0 and j = ! , . . . , «— 1,

wn(xι,...,Xj+ι,Xj9...9xn) = w n ( x ι 9 . . . 9 X j , X j + ι , . . . , x n ) (4.17)

if the vector xj+\ - Xj G R4 is spacelike:
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R4. Cluster property.

Km WΛ+W(*I, . . . 9xn,xn+\ +λa,... ,xn+m + λa) = wn(x\,. . . ,xn)wm(xn+\,. . . Λ+™)
/.— »oo

(4.18)
for all natural numbers «,/w > 0 and for all spacelike vectors α £ R4.

Λ5. Spectral condition.
For all natural numbers « > 1 there exists a tempered distribution W~_\ G S'

(R4(/ϊ-1)) with support in V ' +
n ', where F+ is the closed forward light cone, such

that

Now we are able to formulate the revised Osterwalder-Schrader theorem.

Theorem 4.1. To a given sequence of Wightman distributions satisfying RO-R5,
there corresponds a unique sequence of Schwinger functions with the proper-
ties EO-E5. To a given sequence of Schwinger functions satisfying EO-E5, there
corresponds a unique sequence of Wightman distributions with the properties
RO-R5.

Proof. We start from a relativistic field theory given by a sequence of Wightman dis-
tributions, satisfying the axioms RO-R5. Due to Theorem 3.5 from [8] the Wightman
distribution wn is the boundary value of the Wightman function wn(z\9...,zn) =
Wn-\(z2—z\,...,zn—zn-\\ where the function Wn-\(z\,...,zn-\) is analytic in
the tube Tn-\ = {z\,...,zn-\ Imz/ G F+, / = !,...,«- 1}. The Wightman function
W Λ ( Z I , . . . , Z W ) is Lorentz invariant (Lorentz covariant for the theories of arbitrary
spinor fields). The Bargmann-Hall-Wightman theorem [8, Theorem 2.11] implies
that the function Wn(z\,...,zn) allows a single valued L+(C) invariant (L+(C) co-
variant for the theories of arbitrary spinor fields) analytic continuation into the
extended tube T'n — (JAeL+(C)^-Tn. Using Theorem 3.6 in [8] we conclude that the
function W Π ( Z I , . . . , Z Λ ) has an Z/+(C) invariant, single valued, symmetric under
the permutations analytic continuation into the domain ITfί = {z\9.. . ,zw| (zπ(2) —
zπ( i ),.. ., zπ(Λ) — zπ(Λ_ i ) ) G T'n_ j for some permutation π( 1 ),..., n(n) of the numbers
!,...,«}. (For the theories of arbitrary spinor fields this function has an L+(C) co-
variant, single valued analytic continuation into the domain 7Γ/ with obvious sym-
metry properties under the permutations.) The set 7Γ/ contains the set of Euclidean
points En = {zj, . . . ,zn| Rez£ = 0, lmzk = 0, zk φz7 for all 1 ̂  k, j ^ «, λφy'}.
The restriction of the Wightman functions to Euclidean points defines the Schwinger
functions

sn(xι9...9xn) = wn((ix0

}9xl)9...9(ix°n9xn)). (4.20)

The derivation of the extended Osterwalder-Schrader axioms EO-E5 from the
Wightman axioms follows the arguments given in [1] and Theorem 2.7.

Conversely, let {sn} be a sequence of distributions satisfying the extended
Osterwalder-Schrader axioms EO-E5. If we substitute into the inequality (4.4) the
sequence consisting of a single function (4.9) for m — 0 we get the inequality (3.9)
for the distribution S\(x). Due to Theorem 3.5 this distribution is the Laplace trans-
form with respect to the time variable of a tempered distribution with support in

the closure R+. Let us substitute into the inequality (4.4) the sequence consisting
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of two functions fn+\(x) and fm+\(x) of type (4.9) with the same function φ\(x).
Then we obtain the following inequality:

fd4xd4yS{φn9φm}(x - θy)φi(x)φ}(y) £ 0 , (4.21)

where the distribution

S{φn,φm}(x) = S{φm,φn}(x)

= S2m+\(θpΦm>X>Φm) + S2n+l(θpΦΐι,X>Φn)

+ Sm+n+}(θpφ*m9x9φn) + Sm+n+}(θpφ;9x9φm). (4.22)

This definition may be easily modified for the case n = 0 or m = 0,

+ λSm+l(θpφ*m9x) + λSm+\(x, φm) , (4.23)

where λ is a complex number. The equality (4.22) implies the relation S{φn,φn}
(x) = 4S2n+\(θpφ*,x, φn). Hence the inequality (4.10) is the particular case of
inequality (4.21) for m = n. It follows from the definitions (4.22), (4.23) that
the distribution (4.11) is a linear combination of the distributions (4.22) and
(4.23)

Sm+l,+ί(φm,x,φ,, ) =

-(I + i)/2S2m+{(φm,x,θpφ;,) - (1 + i)/2S2,,+ ](θpφ*n,x,φn) . (4.24)

In particular for m = 0 or n = 0 and φQ = \ we get

Sn+ι(x,φn) = \/2S{l9φn}(x) + i/2S{i9φn}(x)

- (1 -I- i)/2S2n+l(θpφ:,x,φn) - (1+ i')/2S,(*) , (4.25)

Sn+l(φn9x) = l/2S{l9θpφ*n}(x) + i/2S{\9iθpφ*n}(x)

). (4.26)

The inequalities (4.21) imply that for any function φn G *S'(R+) every one of the
four distributions, depending on the variable jc, in the right-hand side of the equal-
ity (4.25) is proportional to a distribution from ^(R^) satisfying the Osterwalder-
Schrader positivity condition (3.9). Due to Lemma 3.2 the limits (3.11) and (3.12)
are equal to zero for the distribution (x°)~kSn+{(x,φn) G ̂ "(R^) if the integer k >

0. It follows from Proposition 3.4 that for the distribution Sn+\(x) G 57(R+(|I+1)) the
limit (2.55) exists for the integers / = 1, j\ = 1, K — 0. By definition the support
of the distribution L~}[(x*{)~kSn+\]Q(x\,...,xn+\) with respect to the first variable

— 4 1
x\ is in the closure R+. Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.2 imply that for all functions
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φi G S(R+), z = !,...,«+ 1, for any integer k > 0 the following relation holds:

(ί) π ψ^)

) ΓI <M*/) -
/=2

In view of the equality (4.26) all above results are valid for the distribution

Sn+\(Φn,x) € S'(R+), where the function φrt G 5(R+ ).
The weak spectral condition E5 implies the existence of the limit

(4.28)
ι=2

for some positive integer k and for all functions ψ\(x) G S(R4), ψi(x) G /^(R^ ), / =
2, . ..,«+ 1. Here the function //"'[^^(jc m, Γ) is defined by the relation (2.56).

The linear functional (4.28) with respect to the function \l/n+\(x) G S(R4

+ ) is a

tempered distribution in the space S^RίJ.). It satisfies the Osterwalder-Schrader
positivity condition (3.9). Similar arguments may be applied for the distributions
S{l,θp(lY;=lψi(xi)γ}(x) and 5{l,ιβp(Π?=ι^/))*}W in the right-hand side of

the equality of type (4.26). Thus the limit (2.56) (Ic"
1[(^?)~^«+i]JcoU), (ΠS/

Ψι(χι)))> the existence of which is proved above, for some positive integer k and for
all functions \l/\(x) G *S(R4), ψi(x) G S(R+), z = 2, . . . , w + 1, has the decomposition

of type (4.26) into four distributions with respect to the function ψn+ι(x) G 5(R+).

These distributions are proportional to the distributions from ^"(RίJ.) satisfying the
Osterwalder-Schrader positivity condition (3.9). Now Proposition 3.4 implies that

for the distribution Sn+ι(x) G ^(R^0) the limit (2.55) exists for l = 2J\ =
I 9 j 2 = n + 1 and for some positive integer k. Due to the definition the supports
of this limiting distribution L~l[(x®x®+])~kSn+\]xo χo (x) with respect to the first

and the last variables are in the closure R+. Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.2 and the
relation (4.27) imply that for sufficiently large positive integer k and for all functions
ψi(x) G ίS^R^.), / — ! , . . . , « + ! , the following relation holds:

H+l

i=2

By using the weak spectral condition E5 and the equalities (4.24) it is possible
to prove step by step that the limit (2.55) exists for the distribution Sn+\(x) G
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<Sr/(R+Λ+1)), for / = «+! and for some positive integer k. By definition the

support of this limiting distribution L~l[(Y[n

l^x^)~kSn+\]xo(x) with respect to any
4

variable x/ is in the closure R+. Since the weak convergence in the space Sf

implies the convergence in the topology of the space Sf (see [6, Sect. 3.7]) the

limit (L~}[(Yl"=lx?)-kSn+ι]xo(x), (Π"=ιV/(*/))) is continuous in each function

0/00 G S(R4). Hence the nuclear theorem [7, Chapter 1, Sect. 1, Theorem 6] implies

that L-l[(l\^xfΓkSn+\]A^ £ S"(R4(/7+1)). Its support is in the closure R^Λ+1).
The application step by step of Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.2 gives for sufficiently

large positive integer k and for all functions ι//t(x) G 5(R+), / = !,...,«-h 1 the
following relation:

=fd***
dx»..Λ

n+\

H+l (*)

f W+l ϊ / W + l \

x / dy\ ... rfyj+1 exp <^ - Σ ̂ V? Π Uyl x « ) ) - (430)
I /=! J \ι=l /

Therefore for any n — 1,2,... a distribution Sn(x) G 57(R^) is the Laplace transform

of the tempered distribution from S^R4") with support in the closure R+.
Now the derivation of the Wightman axioms RO-R5 from the Osterwalder-

Schrader axioms EO-E4 follows the arguments of the paper [1].
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